TOP OF THE WORLD
CRIPPLE CREEK CO
RODEO
ELEV 9,640 FT
2019 PROGRAM
Rooted In Your Community

Putting a Fresh Face on Experience!

Real Estate is local, so why not use a company that is rooted in your community? Not only do we work here, this is where we are raising our families, contributing to our community and are your neighbors. As a Buyer or Seller you will benefit from our superior service, expertise and knowledge of the area. We are dedicated to keeping local real estate on the leading edge of exposure that Sellers want and innovative services Buyers need. Our Agents are excited to talk with you about your local market, home sale, purchase or investment.

Marla Burkette | 719-321-1466
Kara Hedrick | 719-659-8435
Sabrina Kelley | 719-963-1630
Christy Lowe | 719-660-9207
Debi Main | 719-896-0565
Joy McKenna | 719-686-7778
Debra McSweeney | 719-659-7677
Carrie Miller | 719-641-7074
Rose Peters | 719-393-5969
Mary Sekowski | 719-502-1456
Mike Slaback | 719-235-2409
Joe Watson | 719-510-1001
Julie Watson | 719-510-4855
Sherrie Wolf | 936-391-9184
Wendy Wood | 719-822-1315

111 E Midland Ave, Woodland Park CO | 719-687-2222 | 513 E Golden Ave, Cripple Creek CO | 719-689-7111
www.ynrhomes.com | www.ynrentals.com
ASK ABOUT OUR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM!
The Top of the World Rodeo Committee, the Teller County Association of Fairs & Shows, and the City of Cripple Creek welcome you to the highest altitude rodeo in the world! Now in our 7th year, the Top of the World Rodeo continues to grow and is already the highest added money Rodeo in the CPRA..

We hope you enjoy the rodeo!

Special Thanks to the City of Cripple Creek!
2019 Rodeo Weekend Schedule

Saturday, June 8
Pancake Breakfast at the Fire Station 7:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Rodeo Parade down Bennett Ave. 11:00 a.m.
Tickets go on sale at the Fairgrounds 11:00 a.m.
Mutton Busting Registration Begins 11:00 a.m.
Mutton Busting Event Begins at 12:00 p.m.
Rodeo Program Begins at 1:00 p.m.

Street Dance in front of the Brass Ass Casino with Live Music, Beer, Dancing, special appearance by Larry Mahan, Longhorn Steers, Mechanical Bull, and the Flintstone Gravel Draft Horse Team.
5:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.

Sunday, June 9
Cowboy Church 7:30 a.m.
Slack 8:00 a.m.
Tickets go on sale at the Fairgrounds 11:00 a.m.
Mutton Busting Registration Begins 11:00 a.m.
Mutton Busting Event Begins at 12:00 p.m.
Rodeo Program Begins at 1:00 p.m.

Special Thanks to long-time Top of the World Rodeo Sponsor and Buckle Provider, Cavender’s

Cavender’s
DON’T JUST WEAR IT. LIVE IT.
COLORADO SPRINGS • PUEBLO
Where Everybody Knows Your Name and They’re Always Glad You Came!

Guffey is Colorado’s best little secret. Go back in time as you drive through this wonderful little town.
Live Music every Saturday afternoon out on the deck • Cold Beer • Hot Food
Bikes Welcome

The Liquor Closet, the local liquor store is right next door
Hours - Tues 4-8PM • Wed/Thur 11AM-8PM • Fri/Sat 11AM-9PM • Sun 11AM-8PM

(719) 964-3502
410 Bennett Ave.
Cripple Creek, CO 80813
A Rootin’ Tootin’ good ole time!

Meet the Draft Horses
Saturday, June 8th @ 6-7pm in front of Bronco Billy’s!

A True Colorado Style Casino & Hotel
5 Tasty Restaurants - 890 Slots & Table Games - 2 Great Casinos!

Great Casino Action!
Christmas Pyramid at the Christmas Casino
Christmas Calories DON’T count!
Fajitas Anyone?
Wood-Fire Pizza
Great Table Games!

Bronco Billy’s
A True Colorado Style Casino & Hotel
Christmas Casino & Inn
at Bronco Billy’s
Thanks to our Drill Team Sponsors!

Pikes Peak Rangerettes

Sweethearts of the West

Range Rider Pivots

Colorado Stampede
At Tractor Supply, we work hard to make shopping for you and your animals quick, easy and always convenient. That’s why we stock our shelves with more brands and more selections to keep everyone happy. From name brand feed and forage to fencing, fly control, animal health supplies, maintenance and power equipment, you’ll find everything you need at unbeatable prices, all at one stop, every day of the week.

MORE STUFF. MORE CHOICES. 7 DAYS A WEEK.
Mutton Busting

In this event, a sheep is held still while a child is placed on top in a riding position. Once the child is seated atop the sheep, the sheep is released and usually starts to run in an attempt to get the child off. At the Top of the World Rodeo, silver buckles are given out each day to the girl and boy who can stay on the longest.

The majority of children participating in the event fall off in less than 8 seconds. Children are required to wear helmets and protective vests.

Mutton Busting Event Sponsor

NEWMONT GOLDCORP

Buckle Sponsor

CAVENDER’S
COLORADO SPRINGS · PUEBLO
Bareback Riding

Bareback bronc riding is a rough and explosive rodeo event. The most physically demanding of all the rodeo events, it is also the first event to compete in most rodeos. Cowboys ride rough horses without the benefit of saddle or rein, trying to stay on the horse while the horse attempts to buck off the rider.

Cowboys ride bareback on the horse and use a leather rigging, which looks like a heavy piece of leather with a suitcase handle. The cowboys ride one-handed and cannot touch themselves or the horse with their free hand. The Cowboys spur the horse from shoulder to rigging in a frantic style, trying to complete a qualifying ride of eight seconds. Once the ride is completed, pickup men swoop in to “pick up” the rider and set him safely on the ground.

A bareback rider is assessed on how much his toes remain turned out while he is spurring and his ability to adapt to whatever happens during the ride. The horses are judged on their power, speed, and agility. A good score in bareback riding is in the mid-80s.

Bareback Riding Event Sponsor

Buckle Sponsor

Industrial Fasteners
Steer Wrestling

Speed and strength are the name of the game in steer wrestling. In fact, with a world record sitting at 2.4 seconds, steer wrestling is the quickest event in rodeo.

The objective of the steer wrestler, who is also known as a “bulldogger,” is to use strength and technique to wrestle a steer to the ground as quickly as possible. The steer generally weighs more than twice as much as the cowboy and, at the time the two come together, they’re both often traveling at 30 miles per hour. Speed and precision, the two most important ingredients in steer wrestling, making bulldogging one of rodeo’s most challenging events.

As with tie-down and team ropers, the bulldogger starts on horseback in a box. A breakaway rope barrier is attached to the steer and stretched across the open end of the box. The steer gets a head start that is determined by the size of the arena. When the steer reaches the advantage point, the barrier is released and the bulldogger takes off in pursuit. If the bulldogger breaks the barrier before the steer reaches his head start, a 10-second penalty is assessed.

Steer Wrestling Event Sponsor

Buckle Sponsor

[Image of Century Casino Cripple Creek]

Bridgestone Hosepower of Denver
Tie Down Roping
As with saddle bronc riding and team roping, the roots of tie-down roping can be traced back to the working ranches of the Old West. When calves were sick or injured, cowboys had to rope and immobilize them quickly for veterinary treatment. Ranch hands prided themselves on the speed with which they could rope and tie calves, and they soon turned their work into informal contests.

Today, the mounted cowboy starts from a box, a three-sided fenced area adjacent to the chute holding the calf. The fourth side of the box opens into the arena. A cowboy’s success in tie-down roping depends in large part on the precise teamwork between him and his horse. The calf receives a head start that is determined by the length of the arena. One end of a breakaway rope barrier is looped around the calf’s neck and stretched across the open end of the box. When the calf reaches its advantage point, the barrier is released. If the roper breaks the barrier before the calf reaches its head start, the cowboy is assessed a 10-second penalty.

Tie Down Roping Event Sponsor

Reed Grainger, REALTOR®

Buckle Sponsor

Woodland Park
Napa Auto Parts
Breakaway Roping

Breakaway roping is a variation of calf roping where a calf is roped, but not thrown and tied. It is a rodeo event that features a calf and one mounted rider. The calves are moved one at a time through narrow runs leading to a chute with spring-loaded doors. The horse and rider wait in a box next to the chute that has a spring-loaded rope, known as the barrier, stretched in front. A light rope is fastened from the chute to the calf’s neck, releasing once the calf is well away from the chute and releasing the barrier, which is used to ensure that the calf gets a head start. Once the barrier has released, the horse runs out of the box while the roper attempts to throw a lasso around the neck of the calf.

Once the rope is around the calf’s neck, the roper signals the horse to stop suddenly. The rope is tied to the saddle horn with a string. When the calf hits the end of the rope, the rope is pulled tight and the string breaks. The breaking of the string marks the end of the run. The rope usually has a small white flag at the end that makes the moment the rope breaks more easily seen by the timer.

Breakaway Event Sponsor

Triple Crown Casinos

Buckle Sponsor

Forest Edge Dental Care
Cripple Creek
ANNOUNCING

YOUR CHANCE TO WIN

$1,000,000!

THE HIGHEST IN THE WORLD

- ELEV. 9, 3119

WILDWOODCASINO.net

YOUR CHANCE

$1,000,000
ANNOUNCING

YOUR CHANCE TO WIN $1,000,000!

THE
LARGEST CASINO IN THE WORLD
9,593 FT -

ANCE TO WIN
0,000!

wildwood CASINO
CRIPPLE CREEK
Saddle Bronc Riding

Saddle bronc riding evolved from the task of breaking and training horses to work the cattle ranches of the Old West. Many cowboys claim riding saddle broncs is the toughest rodeo event to master because of the technical skills necessary for success.

Every move the bronc rider makes must be synchronized with the movement of the horse. The cowboy’s objective is a fluid ride, somewhat in contrast to the wilder and less-controlled rides of bareback riders. While a bareback rider has a rigging to hold onto, the saddle bronc rider has only a thick rein attached to his horse’s halter. Using one hand, the cowboy tries to stay securely seated in his saddle. If he touches any part of the horse or his own body with his free hand, he is disqualified.

Judges score the horse’s bucking action, the cowboy’s control of the horse and the cowboy’s spurring action. While striving to keep his toes turned outward, the rider spurs from the points of the horse’s shoulders to the back of the saddle. To score well, the rider must maintain that action throughout the eight-second ride. While the bucking ability of the horse is quite naturally built into the scoring system, a smooth, rhythmic ride is sure to score better than a wild, uncontrolled effort.

Saddle Bronc Sponsor

Bonneville
Billy’s
A True Colorado Style Casino & Hotel

Buckle Sponsor
Cripple Creek Police Chief, Mike Rulo
Team Roping/Mixed Team Roping

Team roping, the only true team event in ProRodeo, requires close cooperation and timing between two highly skilled ropers - a header and a heeler - and their horses. The event originated on ranches when cowboys needed to treat or brand large steers and the task proved too difficult for one man. The key to success? Hard work and endless practice. Team roping partners must perfect their timing, both as a team and with their respective horses.

Similar to tie-down ropers and steer wrestlers, team ropers start from the boxes on each side of the chute from which the steer enters the arena. The steer gets a head start determined by the length of the arena.ing system, a smooth, rhythmic ride is sure to score better than a wild, uncontrolled effort.

The header ropes first and must make one of three legal catches on the steer; around both horns, around one horn and the head or around the neck. Any other catch by the header is considered illegal and the team is disqualified. After the header makes his catch, he turns the steer to the left and exposes the steer’s hind legs to the heeler. The heeler then attempts to rope both hind legs. If he catches only one foot, the team is assessed a five-second penalty. After the cowboys catch the steer, the clock is stopped when there is no slack in their ropes and their horses face one another.

Mixed Team Roping Sponsor  Open Team Roping Sponsor

Buckle Sponsors

Mixed Team Roping  Open Team Roping

Frank Sciacca
Barrel Racing

Ladies barrel racing is a rodeo event in which a horse and rider attempt to complete a cloverleaf pattern around preset barrels in the fastest time. It combines the horse’s athletic ability and the horsemanship skills of a rider in order to safely and successfully maneuver a horse in a pattern around three barrels (typically three water barrels) placed in a triangle in the center of an arena.

The purpose is to run the pattern as fast as possible. The timer begins when horse and rider cross the start line, and ends when the barrel pattern has been successfully executed and horse and rider cross the finish line.

To start, the horse and rider will enter the arena at top speed, through the alley. Once in the arena, the electronic timer beam is crossed by the horse and rider. The timer keeps running until the beam is crossed again at the end of the run.

Modern barrel racing horses not only need to be fast, but also strong, agile, and intelligent. Strength and agility are needed to maneuver the course in as little distance as possible. A horse that is able to “hug the barrels” as well as maneuver the course quickly and accurately follow commands, will be a horse with consistently low times.

Barrel Racing Sponsor

Buckle Sponsor
Bull Riding

Bull riding, which is intentionally climbing on the back of a 2,000-pound bull, emerged from the fearless and possibly fool-hardy nature of the cowboy. The risks are obvious. Serious injury is always a possibility for those fearless enough to sit astride an animal that literally weighs a ton and is usually equipped with dangerous horns.

Bull riding is dangerous and predictably exciting, demanding intense physical prowess, supreme mental toughness and courage. Like bareback and saddle bronc riders, the bull rider may use only one hand to stay aboard during the eight-second ride. If he touches the bull or himself with his free hand, he receives no score. But unlike the other roughstock contestants, bull riders are not required to mark out their animals. While spurring a bull can add to the cowboy’s score, riders are commonly judged solely on their ability to stay aboard the twisting, bucking mass of muscle.

Balance, flexibility, coordination, quick reflexes and, perhaps above all, a strong mental attitude are the stuff of which good bull riders are made.

Bull Riding Sponsors

Buckle Sponsor
Freestyle Bull Fighting

Freestyle bullfighting came about as a way for rodeo clowns and cowboy protectors to showcase their “tools of the trade” and unmatched skills. This is truly man against beast, with our modern day gladiators risking everything in a sixty second match.

The rodeo athletes can score a possible 50 points and are judged on how well they maneuver around a Mexican fighting bull. Points are given for death defying feats such as jumping or flipping over a bull, staying within inches of the bull’s head and controlling the direction of the bull.

The bull is judged for aggression, speed and agility, a willingness to stay engaged (hooked up), and difficulty of being fought and can earn up to 50 points. A good score is in the high 80’s and into the 90’s.

Bull Fighting Sponsors

Saturday

Don Dalzell

Sunday

Buckle Sponsor

Cavender's

Colorado Springs • Pueblo
Cripple Creek and Florissant Ace Hardware
Locally owned since 1998

1075 Teller 1 Cripple Creek, CO 80813
719-689-3525
Mon-Fri 7:30-5:30
Saturday 8-5, Sunday 9-3
Cripple Creek Automotive & Tire

213 W Masonic Ave. Cripple Creek, CO
(719) 689-2832
Monday-Friday 8:00 am-5:30 pm
Saturday 8:00 am-12:00 pm

Full Service Auto Repair and Tires
Honest - Dependable

A family owned and operated automotive & tire shop located in the beautiful town of Cripple Creek Colorado.
Special Thanks to:

CRIPPLE CREEK LIQUOR

BEER • WINE • SPIRITS & More!

Across the street from the fairgrounds!

1073 Teller County Rd 1, Cripple Creek, CO 80813
(719) 689-2282
Open 9 am - 9 pm
A Touch of Ireland in Colorado!

McGinty's Wood Oven Pub will make you believe a bit of Ireland exists right here in Divide, Colorado.

Enjoy a friendly smile, great food, and make new friends in our warm and friendly restaurant and pub. Tracy McGinty, your proprietor, brings her friendly, Irish charm and innovative Irish cuisine to the Pikes Peak region at McGinty's.
Cripple Creek Care Center
Your Colorado Mountain Home

Offering 24/7 long term skilled nursing and short term rehabilitation.

We have been committed to the care of Teller County and surrounding areas for over 40 years. If you or a loved one need long term nursing or short term rehabilitation, please come for a visit. We would be happy to welcome you in as part of the family.

719.689.2931 ~ www.cc-care.org
700 North ‘A’ Street ~ Cripple Creek, CO 80813
Proud Partner of the Top of the World Rodeo

Saturday, June 8th

Sunday, June 9th

Cripple Creek Care Center
Your Colorado Mountain Home

We will invite you in and hope you will stay, because, here, we are family.

Offering 24/7 long term skilled nursing and short term rehabilitation.
THE SIDE DOOR
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

“Best Burger and Fries in the Goldeamp!”

NORTH 4TH ST. IN THE VICTOR HOTEL
VICTOR, COLORADO